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1.0. COMPONENTS
➢ 6 GOD DASHBOARDS

➢ 72 CHARACTER’S CARDS

➢ 15 SHRINE TOKENS

➢ 25 INACTIVE/ACTIVE ALTAR TOKENS
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2.0. IN ANCIENT YEARS
Thousands of years ago, when the human mind was still
raw the gods were the ones who were dominating the
world.
People were just mindless creatures in their service to
gain more and more power from their blind faith.
Their arrogance, however, and their continuing clashes
led to the decline and almost to the eradication. The few
who remained hid in oblivion awaiting the right moment
to return more powerful than ever
In the next years, the thirst of mankind for knowledge
and authority was the trigger for the awakening of the
gods. As an exchange, the gods have demanded
everlasting faith and obedience to recover their powers
fully.
The ground was painted red by the human sacrifices, the
murders and the daily looting.
The age of the gods had returned more brutal than ever
6 Gods with their followers fighting for who will prevail
For who God will shed the most blood…
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3.0. GAME SETUP
Each player chooses a Gods dashboard and places an inactive altar in an
empty place (the goddess of Love takes an active one).
Then each player gets in his hand character cards as many as the number
of players.
For example in a four player game, everyone will get 4 cards. The
remaining cards are placed face-down in a stack in the center of the
table and also open four face-up cards placed next to stack. Face-up
cards in table must be always as many as the players number.
The Shrine tiles will be placed in the center of the table. Their number
depends on the number of participants.
1. For 3 players, 6 Shrines.
2. For 4 players, 9 Shrines.
3. For 5 players, 12 Shrines.
4. For 6 players, 15 Shrines.

All other inactive and active Altar tiles are available at any time on the
table. The game is about to begin.
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4.0. HOW TO PLAY

4.1.

FIRST PLAYER

Before the game starts it must be set who will be the first player. The
Ancient God always plays first but in case he does not participate in the
game the player with the older age starts first and the round continues
clockwise from him.

4.2.

DECK BUILDING

Each player in his round initially selects 1 character card. This can be any
face-up card from the table or 1 face-down card from the top of the
stack. Each time a face-up card is selected, immediately the number of
face-up cards on the table is filled in by the stack. The number of
available face –up cards must always be the same as the numbers of
players.
For example, in a four-player game, there should always be 4 open
(face- up) character cards available.
If the stack runs out , it won't shuffled again. Players can pick the
remaining face-up cards in their turn. If they are not any cards left then all
players in their turn must play cards from their hand until they run out of
actions.
Hand limit for every player is 6 cards at the end of his round.
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4.3.

ACTIONS

A player can only do 1 action in his turn. This can be:
o To use the abilities (text) of a card by his hand.
o To sacrifice 3 cards (those with the sacrifice symbol) and place a
Shrine tile on his God dashboard.
o To bless 1 card (those with the eulogy symbol) and put it open
(face-up) next to his God dashboard.
o To do nothing (fold) and play the next player.

4.4.

END GAME

The game ends when any of the following occurs:
1. A player has completed the tiles on his God dashboard with Shrines
and active altars. At least 1 Shrine is mandatory.
2. The Shrine tiles exhausted.
3. The card stack, as well as the open (face-up) cards are finished and all
players they said fold.

4.5.

TYPE OF CHARACTER CARDS

Cards that write "free action" can use their status without being
considered action. Players can use as many as they wish of these cards in
their turn.

Alchemist allows to the player to make 2 actions in the same round.
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4.5.1.

SACRIFICIAL CARDS

The cards that have the sacrificial symbol
Shrines on the players God dashboard.

can be discarded to place

Necromancer can be sacrificed, cause has the symbol of sacrifice

4.5.2.

BLESSING CARDS

The Blessed cards
(symbol of eulogy) offer protection against rival
attacks of other cards. They must first be blessed as action and then their
abilities are activated. If a card remains in a player's hand then it is not
active. If the player wants to sacrifice a blessed card, it has double the
value of sacrifice.
The blessed cards do not count on the hand limit (the maximum card limit
at the end of the round is 6 cards). If the player wishes he can discard or
give an opponent a blessed card during rival attacks. The blessing of the
card cannot be transferred.

Priestess can be blessed, cause has the eulogy symbol
the attacks of warriors.
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and repulse

4.6. SHRINES AND ALTARS

4.6.1.

INACTIVE ALTAR

It has no value if it no activates by the action of the Virgin.

4.6.2.

ACTIVE ALTAR

The inactive altar activated by the Virgin's action, counts for
winning the game.

4.6.3.

SHRINE

They are created by discarding 3 sacrificial cards and cannot be
demolished. At least 1 is prerequisite for winning the game.

➢ No tile can be voluntarily removed from the player's God
dashboard.
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5.0. WINNER OF THE GAME
The player who completes his dashboard with at least 1 mausoleum and
active altars is the winner.

5.1. IN CASE OF TIE
If the game is finished in another way then see Attributes of cards and
gods. Some of them like Ancient God and Demigod have special
advantages for winning a tie.
If there is still a tie, the player with the most Shrines wins. If there is still
a tie then the player who placed the last Shrine wins.
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6.0. CHARACTER CARDS

Abomination

Alchemist

Assasin

Bard

Cleric

Deceiver

Demigod

Demon

Druid

Fanatic

Healer

Lucifer
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Merchant

Necromancer

Pagan

Priestess

Prophet

Seer

Shaman

Sorcerer

Tomb Raider

Virgin

Templar

Thief

Warrior

Wizard
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7.0. GOD DASHBOARDS

Ancient God

God of Blood

God of Death

Goddess of Light

God of War

Goddess of Love
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